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STORY: Three powerful gods decided to grant mortals’ hopes in exchange for their own. The three gods—and “the Elden King,” the story’s main protagonist—set the lands between the Moon, the Sun, and the Three Sisters on Earth ablaze. Unbeknownst to them, the entire world will burn if the three gods do not restore order. CHARACTER SELECTION: Three characters will join
you in your journey: Raissa, a female Orlanthi who lost her memory, Yaku, a swordswoman from the Romani, and a mysterious shaman from the Romani. RISE FROM THE DEPTHS: After being summoned by the three gods, your destiny becomes intertwined with the Unnamed Elden King, a young man who seeks to forge a unified world where the power of the three gods
endures. DARK FANTASY ACTION RPG STORY: In the world where magic lives, clashes between humans and monsters are constant. However, the lives of such monsters are often as pitiful as that of mortals. One day, a female Orlanthi girl lost in the wilderness suddenly encounters a monster. In that moment, a thousand years’ pain and humiliation were erased, and she lost
her memory. Her name is Raissa. CHARACTER SELECTION: Raissa, a female Orlanthi girl Yakus, a swordswoman from the Romani A mysterious woman from the Romani RISE FROM THE DEPTHS: Raissa, the Orlanthi girl, is the daughter of the Orlanthi King. She has been summoned by a god to the lands between the Moon, the Sun, and the Three Sisters. There, she will find a
hero who can bring about the end of the Three Sisters’ rule. Yakus, the Romani swordswoman, comes from a line of warriors devoted to fighting the elves. She was summoned to the lands between the Moon, the Sun, and the Three Sisters. The Orlanthi and the Romani have long worked together to protect each other, but the relationship between them has become tainted
over the years. As a swordswoman, she struggles to overcome her hatred for the Orlanthi and her feelings for her own people. The mysterious woman from the
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Features Key:
Battle 100+ minions and bosses.
Visit the Lands Between and explore an immersive and multi-dimensional world in its full glory.
Create a character that reflects your imagination.
Create a diverse guild with its members and share in the fun.
Earn powerful weapons and armor.
Play a role on a personal scale in the online play.

Other game features include:

A vast world.
A slew of minions and bosses.
Advanced and intuitive device controls.
A character customization system that lets you add weapons and armor to your character.

Enhanced feature list:

A new story.
A new 70-plus boss and quest.
New weapons.
A new "Trinket" system.
A new "Guild" system
New quest types, such as the "Hard Mode Quest."

# # #

2. Fix to where you may have issues with Dark Souls 3

BUG FIXES/IMPROVEMENTS

 

- An issue where not being able to play when the Difficulty Level is set to "Easy" in the "Penance Mode" has been fixed.- An issue where main characters in the "Normal Mode" or "Easy Mode" show the same results when playing Multiplayer has been fixed.- The "Penance Mode" not being linked to the Network has been fixed. Connecting to the "Penance Mode" while offline can now
be linked.

 

- There was an issue where the rewards were not given for defeating the same bosses as described in the previous notice. The rewards have been added. Your PC version is required.

 

- An issue 

Elden Ring Download

Play.com | Jun 7, 2017 In the world of the Elden Ring, spells are endowed with the essence of a human soul. By harnessing the power of the human soul, you can brandish the real power of your spells and easily overcome the might of the enemy. An action RPG that has a unique style. Final Fantasy XV — Demos: Game.Blog.Paradiso | Jun 8, 2017 The following are preliminary demos
of Final Fantasy XV. While this version of the game may not be the final product, you may get a taste of the game. The game has been in development for over 12 years and has been optimized for home systems for more than 10 years. It is still a work in progress, and not all of the content and features featured in the demo will be included in the final product. So you have to keep
in mind that the game could be subject to change. Final Fantasy XV: Director’s Cut | 06/07/2017 SEGA Announces Final Fantasy XV, The Director’s Cut Sega of America announced today that its newest title, Final Fantasy XV, the title of the first in the Final Fantasy XV trilogy of games, will be available as Final Fantasy XV: The Director’s Cut. The anticipated remastered version of the
critically acclaimed video game will be released for the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One systems on October 25th, 2017 in both a standard and collector’s edition format. Final Fantasy XV Director’s Cut Trailer Lidl Finest Edition | 06/06/2017 Lidl Finest Edition is a special, limited edition of Final Fantasy XV that is exclusive to the supermarket chain Lidl. The retail box includes a steelbook
case, a bonus Game Disc featuring a new playable demo, a bonus hardcover Artbook, and a bonus keychain. Tiny Tales of Fantasy: The Card Game — Screens | 06/06/2017 Tiny Tales of Fantasy: The Card Game has received its first teaser trailer. In this sequel to the popular series of collectible card games, players take on the role of young heroes on their quest to retrieve three
artifacts from their respective worlds. The video showcases the new four-player cooperative mode, allowing up to four friends to play side-by-side on the same board. Final Fantasy XV bff6bb2d33
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◆ Battle System:- 1) A new Cooperative Action Completes the Composition of the Combat Battle System: Aragami is a Cooperative Action Combat system, wherein you and your companions help each other fight with allies. ※ You and allies must carefully cooperate to minimize damage and share that damage 2) Art of Cooperation is Redefined ※ The art of cooperation is
defined based on synergy in battle. Cooperation between allies is also viable 3) The Combat is Composed of Two Basic Acts ※ Each ally will have their own combat style, such as short range attacks and long-range attacks, and each weapon and defensive action can be implemented freely. 4) Share the Damage between Allies ※ The allies you help attack enemy from different
directions share damage and use the shared damage for their own attacks. 5) The Intelligence System is Dealt with through the Tricks ※ The enemies that the allies fight all have different abilities and have special skills. Using intelligence to determine their enemy's skill activates their ability. 6) Using this Intelligence System to Make Decisions ※ It is possible to play in an
intuitive way by using the tricks and skills to make decisions in battle. 7) The Collaboration System: Together ※ Allies can collaborate with each other on the field by calling out each other's intentions to cooperate on attacks, and their individual effects vary with the cooperation between the allies. 8) The Campsite System ※ By calling out your ally's intentions, you can camp
and build campfires to increase the firepower of allies located nearby. In this way, campfires can be used in a variety of ways. 9) Campfire Build-Up: Camp for Defense ※ Campfires that have been built can be activated in defense, boosting the allies near it to provide defense. 10) Campfire Build-Up: Upgrade Allies ※ Campfires can be used to upgrade allies near them. 11)
Campfire Build-Up: Call Out Allies ※ You can use campfires to call out allies near them, allowing allies to be called out in cooperative attacks or special attacks. ◆ Characters Aragami is a multi-purpose character that can choose freely among a variety of classes and develop their style. The character who is matched with the play style of the player, the combination of the
character and other allies, and the character's own unique style shall be more exciting.
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What's new in Elden Ring:

Willa Anna, a hand-picked official mobile game for October on iOS, was released in Japan on the 1st. Willa Anna is a title that combines WOOCOMiX’s Nendoroid figure style game with the Fantasy action game genre. Characters from the
world of the game, as well as the figures, are decoupled in their respective worlds. Ms. Mori, a man who dresses like a woman in the fantasy game, and Sumi, an elf who wields a crossbow in the game, are each sold as Nendoroids.

Vital Force (テクニカルガス: Tekiniku Kakushin) is a VR project developed by SEGA, published by SEGA Europe and distributed by SEGA in Europe, North America and Asia.

Bethesda Softworks will hold its annual E3 press conference on June 9 at 9:00 a.m. PT / 12:00 p.m. ET / 6:00 p.m. BST / 4:00 p.m. CEST / 1:00 a.m. JST.

It will be held at the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles, California.

The post SEGA also announced three assets available for virtual reality Google Cardboard appeared first on Creational Fantasy.

[  

Good news, creepy sound! Yeah, I also cover the whole world
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A light emitting diode (LED) is a kind of semiconductor light emitting devices (i.e. solid state light source), which has been paid more attention due to its advantages of high power-to-weight ratio, long operating life, good mechanical property and the like. There are several different types of LED, according to the structure thereof, such as small-sized LEDs used for indoor
lighting, medium-sized and large-sized LEDs used for outdoor lighting, and the like. The light-emitting mechanism of an LED includes two major components, such as electroluminescence (EL) component and/or phosphor component, and the light outputted from a LED is the result of both components. In recent years, some manufacturers have started to produce light
emitting diode lamps (LED lamps) using light emitting diodes (LEDs) to replace traditional light emitting devices (e.g. fluorescent bulbs, halogen lamps and the like), and the application of the LED lamps have grown dramatically in homes, buildings and industries. A light emitting diode lamp (LED lamp) provides many advantages, such as high illumination, no mercury, long
lighting time, low power consumption, good environmental compatibility, and the like. In addition, the efficiency of the LED lamp is improved continuously, such that the LED lamps have become a primary type of lighting. However, when a light emitting diode lamp (LED lamp) is installed in an enclosure, especially in a particularly small enclosure, the light beam emitted from
the light emitting diode lamp (LED lamp) may have an unbalanced light distribution, due to the fact that the light beams outputted from the light emitting diode lamp (LED lamp) are not parallel light beams. In other words, the light beams from the light emitting diode lamp (LED lamp) are emitted from a plurality of light emitting diode lamps (LED lamps), so the light beams
are not parallel to each other. To solve the problem mentioned above, in a prior art, a light beam-reflection apparatus has been developed, which comprises a light beam-reflection mirror (or mirror surface) installed on an inner side of a light emitting diode lamp (LED lamp), so as to intercept the light beams emitted from the light emitting diode lamps and direct them
towards a reflective surface (or reflector surface), such that the light beams are then reflected by the reflective surface (or reflector surface) and irradiated into the enclosed space, whereby the size
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System Requirements:

For Steam: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, or Windows 7 (64-bit) Minimum System RAM 8GB Minimum System Requirements OS: Windows 10 or Windows 8.1 CPU: Intel Core i5 2.6GHz or AMD Athlon 64 3.2GHz GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 or AMD Radeon R9 280 or better. DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX 11.0 compatible
sound card Hard Drive: 13GB of available space
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